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Version 6.2.85 Release Notes
Jun 18, 2019

Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.85.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. SAM has been updated with the ability to swap the occupants of two rooms within a specified date range.

2. Workforce Report SRF324 Rooms not cleaned in last x days has been created to show rooms which have not been generated for a clean
within the specified number of days. [#19735]

Improvements
1. SAM Transport | Move has been migrated to Admin | Transport | Move to better reflect it being an admin function.

2. Transport Move has been updated to improve performance. A progress bar has also been added. [#21993]

3. SAM has been updated with the ability to allow users to search for profiles by Mobile Number. This must be enabled on the individual user setup.
[#20928]

4. The People Type page has been updated to show the Roster Duration on the search page. This allows easy visibility of the roster duration for all
People Types.

5. SAM B2B Matchmaker has been updated to improve performance when selecting a person. [#21821]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where Camp Email Notifications would go to the wrong camp when the traveller had consecutive nights in different camps with

Drive transports in between which are being rescheduled. [#19333]

2. Fixed an issue where it was possible for a Special Charter to be deactivated, even though it had bookings for today. [#21146]

3. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to view a roster preview in Workflow when the document was also creating a new profile.

4. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to reactivate a profile, via Workflow, where the person already had custom profile fields assigned to them
which were required to be cleared on reactivation.

5. Fixed an issue where the Allow split bookings checkbox in SAM was disappearing when rescheduling a booking to be longer.

6. Fixed an issue with SAM Rooms | Accommodation Arrivals where no showing a person who had a split booking would cause the entire
booking to be incorrectly cancelled.

7. Fixed an issue where changing an item in the Folio Processing tab would remove previous changes to the Shift Status. [#21885]

8. Fixed an issue with SMS100 Accommodation Arrivals where a room change was incorrectly ignoring the camp between one date and the next.

9. Fixed an issue where the Bookings | Search | By Room would incorrectly send the user to Room Locks even though the room was unassigned
in either a Group Booking or Event. [#21956, # 21856, # 22018]

10. Fixed an issue where Transport Clusters would show the incorrect Transport Description when the transport had multiple future schedules.

11. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to approve a Folio request where the travellers booking was more than 365 days in length. [#22062]
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